This paper studies wireless sensor networks node deployment problem and proposes intelligent single particle optimizer based wireless sensor networks adaptive coverage. According to the probability model measure characteristic of wireless sensor nodes, the method adaptively determines the optimal deployment of sensor nodes using intelligent single particle optimizer, achieving sensor node based adaptive deployment. Simulation results show that the method has better coverage results and coverage than particle swarm optimization, shuffled frog leaping algorithm, ant colony optimization, and chaotic particle swarm optimization.
Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) consist of large numbers of inexpensive miniature sensor nodes deployed in the monitoring area[1], complete the monitoring task of complex events in the network's coverage area, and are widely used in water monitoring, environmental monitoring, transportation and defense sectors. Sensor network coverage is a hot and fundamental issue of wireless sensor research, reflecting the network perception of the physical information of the monitoring area or target object. Network coverage problem is extensively researched in recent years[2, 3, 4] .
In recent years, a number of heuristic intelligent search algorithms, such as particle swarm optimization [5, 9] , genetic algorithm [6] , fish swarm algorithm [7] , ant colony algorithm [8] , and chaotic algorithm [6] are used to optimize wireless sensor network coverage and achieve good results. But in space research in PSO, particles converge to their own history best positions and group history best position, limiting the search range of particles; genetic algorithm is prone to premature convergence phenomenon, and is difficult to ensure accuracy; fish swarm algorithm needs enough number of iterations, and has a slow rate of convergence; other swarm intelligence algorithms are also likely to fall into local minima and are computationally intensive, affecting the network coverage optimization results.
Intelligent Single Particle Optimizer (ISPO) [10] is a new heuristic global optimization algorithm, proposed by Dr. Ji Zhen in 2007 based on particle swarm optimization. The algorithm combines the group foraging behavior based particle swarm optimization and the feature of sub-vector based particle update, with the advantages of easy understanding, easy programming, and strong optimization capability.
This paper proposes intelligent single particle optimizer based wireless sensor networks adaptive coverage algorithm, which uses intelligent single particle optimizer to adaptively find sensor node locations that have the highest coverage. The results show that the algorithm has better network coverage than other swarm intelligence algorithms.
Sensor Node Deployment Optimization Model
Assuming in a two-dimensional monitoring area
sowing n sensor nodes, the node set 
Expanded to joint detection of n nodes, the coverage of target p is:
Define th c as the minimum threshold of target point coverage, that is:
In order to effectively evaluate network coverage performance, the monitoring area is divided into a m n  grid, and then cells are simplified as pixels. In this paper, the network coverage is defined as the ratio of the number of cells satisfying equation (4) to the total number of cells, that is:
To this end, the problem lies in determining the location of sensor node k T , using intelligent single particle optimizer, making each k
as one of the intelligent single particle dimensions, respectively, using evaluation of equation (5) as the fitness function, to obtain sensor node location coordinates that maximize coverage after deployment.
Intelligent Single Particle Optimizer
In ISPO algorithm, a feasible solution ( In the process of updating sub-vector (1 ) j j m   , the following speed and position update formula will be iterated N times:
Parameter L is a study variable, for the analysis of prior speed update situation, to determine the speed of the next iteration; random vector r is uniformly distributed within [-0.5,0.5]; diversity factor a , down factor p , shrinkage factor s and acceleration factor ( 1) b b  are constants; ( ) f is the fitness value to assess the performance of the algorithm.
Intelligent Single Particle Optimizer Based Wireless Sensor Networks Adaptive Coverage

Algorithm Principle
The performance of most swarm intelligence algorithms worsen with the increase of dimensions. During the update process, traditional swarm intelligence algorithms often change each dimension value of the whole solution vector at the same time, and get a fitness value according to the updated solution vector, in order to determine the fitness of the solution vector. This fitness value can determine the overall quality of the solution vector, but can not determine whether some dimension is moving to the optimal direction [10] , leading to prematurely falling into local optimum in solving highdimensional multiple-extreme problems and the evaluation strategy of position vectors has the problems of "two further one back" and "two back one further" [11] . The calculation of wireless sensor network coverage using probability model is by its very nature to solve a high-dimensional multipleextreme problem. Based on the above analysis, traditional swarm intelligence algorithms can not solve the problem of wireless sensor node deployment well, so the intelligent single particle optimizer based wireless sensor networks adaptive coverage algorithm is proposed. The algorithm uses a particle to search in the solution space, the particle's position vector is divided into a number of sub-vectors, and the particle is updated based on sub-vectors; in the sub-vector update process, by analyzing prior speed update situation and introducing a new learning strategy, the particle in the search space can dynamically adjust speed and position, and thus move close to the global optimum.
Algorithm Process
(1)Initialize the particle's total dimension D , number of position sub-vectors m (each sub-vector l=D/m), diversity factor a , down factor p , shrinkage factor s , acceleration factor b , initial position (6)If the stop condition is satisfied (the number of iterations exceeds the maximum allowable number of iterations or has obtained the optimal solution), the search stops, and output particle position and best fitness; otherwise, return to step(2)to continue the search.
Simulation Experiments
Simulation Settings
To verify the optimization results of intelligent single particle optimizer, simulate intelligent single 
Experimental Results and Analysis
To compare and analysis the coverage of the algorithms, this paper chooses particle swarm optimization, shuffled frog leaping algorithm, ant colony algorithm, chaotic particle swarm optimization proposed in [9] , and intelligent single particle optimizer for the deployment of sensor nodes for the above monitoring area. The results are shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows the results of using particle swarm optimization, shuffled frog leaping algorithm, ant colony algorithm, chaotic particle swarm optimization proposed in [9] , and intelligent single particle optimizer for wireless sensor network coverage optimization.
Because in PSO space search, particles gather to their history best positions and group history best position, limiting the search range of particles ( Figure 2b) ; in shuffled frog leaping algorithm the entire group is divided into several ethnic groups, different ethnic groups are considered different sets of frogs having different ideas, frogs in an ethnic group implement local depth search in the solution space according to certain strategy, after a defined number of iterations of local search, ideas are exchanged in the mixing process, the balance strategy of global information exchange and local depth search makes the algorithm jump out of local extreme points, but the local update strategy causes large individual spatial location change before and after updates, lowering algorithm convergence speed ( Figure 2c) ; ant colony optimization has strong search ability, but there are searching for too long and easy-to-stagnation problems (Figure 2d ) [12] ; chaotic particle swarm optimization uses the ergodicity and randomness of chaos movement, overcomes the drawback of easily falling into local optimum in the latter stage of standard particle swarm optimization, and has better optimization results than PSO, SFLA, and ACO, but chaotic PSO still has the problems of "two further one back" and "two back one further" of the evaluation strategy of position vectors (Figure 2e ) [11] ; these swarm intelligence algorithms are also easy to fall into local minima and computationally intensive, intelligent single particle optimizer update the particle through sub-vectors to overcome the position vector "two further one back" and "two back one further" phenomenon, increasing the algorithm's global optimization ability, which greatly reduces the computational workload, and has good optimization results ( Figure  2f ).
To further verify the coverage performance of intelligent single particle optimizer, in circumstances of different initial node distributions, 10 independent optimization experiments are conducted, and the average coverage of five optimization algorithms is shown in Table 1 . As can be seen from Table 1 , in three basic swarm intelligence algorithms, because shuffled frog leaping algorithm uses the balance strategy of global information exchange and local depth search, making the frog jump out of local extreme points better, it has better coverage results than particle swarm optimization and ant colony optimization; chaotic particle swarm optimization combines the advantages of chaos algorithm and PSO, and has better coverage than basic swarm intelligence algorithms, but chaotic particle swarm optimization adds the chaos optimization part, leading to a certain increase in computational complexity and more computation time; intelligent single particle optimizer improves coverage by about 2.6% than chaotic particle swarm optimization. Therefore, this algorithm has better network coverage and coverage results.
Conclusions
This paper applies intelligent single particle optimizer to wireless sensor network node deployment optimization, and proposes intelligent single particle optimizer based wireless sensor networks adaptive coverage algorithm. The algorithm uses a single particle to search in the solution space; the particle's position vector is divided into a number of sub-vectors, and the particle is updated based on sub-vectors; in the sub-vector update process, by analyzing prior speed update situation, introduces a new learning strategy, so that the particle can dynamically adjust speed and position in the search space, and thus move close to the global optimum. The algorithm overcomes prematurely falling into local optimum in solving high-dimensional multiple-extreme problems and the "two further one back" and "two back one further" problems of the evaluation strategy of position vectors. Simulation results show that the method has better coverage results and coverage than particle swarm optimization, shuffled frog leaping algorithm, ant colony optimization, and chaotic particle swarm optimization.
